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1. Introduction 
Machine scheduling problems with availability constraints have received 
increasing attention from researchers in the last decade. When scheduling jobs over a 
planning period, we need to take into consideration the unavailability of machines for 
processing, which arises due to such causes as scheduled preventive maintenance, 
prior assignment of some fixed jobs or overlapping with the previous planning period. 
Surveys of the latest research results on this subject have been given by Lee et al. [1], 
Sanlaville and Schmidt [2], and Schmidt [3]. 
Although the classical two-machine flowshop scheduling problem with the 
objective of minimizing the makespan is polynomial-time solvable, the problem even 
with an unavailable interval becomes NP-hard (see [4]). Under the assumption that 
the jobs are resumable, i.e., an unfinished job can continue after the machine becomes 
available again, Lee [4] proposed pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming 
algorithms to solve the problem optimally. He also developed two heuristics with a 
worst-case error bound of 3/2 and 4/3 for the cases where the unavailable interval is 
on machines 1 and 2, respectively. Cheng and Wang [5] developed an improved 
heuristic with a worst-case bound of 4/3 for the problem with an unavailable interval 
on machine 1. Breit [6] presented an improved heuristic with a worst-case bound of 
5/4 for the problem with an unavailable interval on machine 2. Ng and Kovalyov [7] 
provided fully polynomial-time approximation schemes for the problems with an 
unavailable interval on machine 1 or 2. Under the no-wait processing environment, 
Cheng and Liu [8] developed a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for 
the problem. 
The above-mentioned scheduling models only consider job processing times; in 
other words, setup times are assumed to be included in processing times. However, in 
many industrial settings it is necessary to treat setup times as separated from 
processing times. For example, the production of steel tubes mainly consists of two 
stages. First, pre-heated pillared billets are made into tubes by a rolling machine, 
which can control the outer-diameter and inner-diameter of the tubes by assembling 
different sizes of machine-frames and mandrels. Each order has special requirements 
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for the outer-diameter and inner-diameter of the tubes. So setting the types of 
machine-frame and mandrel must be performed before fabricating the tubes. Once all 
the tubes of an order have been produced, a chemical disposal operation to remove the 
phosphor on the surface of the tubes is performed. So an order is taken as a job. Then 
a chasing lathe is used to make screw threads on the two ends of a steel tube and on 
the inner wall of a steel-hoop. The chasing lathe needs to have its tools adjusted 
before working on tubes in different diameters. Making adjustments of the tools may 
be anticipatory. In order to reduce intermediate inventories, orders are in turn 
processed in two stages. As a heavy machine, the rolling machine needs periodic 
maintenance such as replacing worn-out parts and lubricating the axles once a month. 
In the floor shop, a production plan usually spans two weeks. Thus, there exists at 
most an unavailable interval on the first machine over a scheduling period. To the best 
of our knowledge, only Wang and Cheng [9] have considered the scheduling problem 
with separated setups and availability constraints. In their paper, they studied 
two-machine flowshop scheduling with anticipatory setup times and a resumable 
availability constraint imposed on only one of the machines. They presented two 
heuristics and showed that their worst-case error bounds are no larger than 5/3. 
Motivated by the above example, we consider the two-machine flowshop 
scheduling problem with anticipatory setup times, where an availability constraint is 
imposed only on the first machine. A setup is performed on a machine before 
processing a job. The setup times are anticipatory, i.e., the setup for the second 
operation of any job on machine 2 can start before the completion of its first operation 
on machine 1 whenever there is some idle time on machine 2. We assume that the 
processing order of the jobs is the same on each machine. That is, we confine 
ourselves to finding solutions that are permutation schedules for the problem. We also 
assume that all the jobs and their setups are resumable. The objective is to minimize 
the makespan. It is evident from Lee [4] that our problem is NP-hard. It is very 
unlikely to develop an algorithm for solving the problem optimally in polynomial 
time. In this paper we propose a PTAS for the problem. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the 
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notation and some preliminaries and investigate some optimal properties of the 
problem. In Section 3 we give an algorithm for a class of special instances of the 
problem and prove that it can generate an optimal schedule. In Section 4 we develop a 
PTAS based on the algorithm in Section 3 for our problem. Some conclusions are 
given in the last section. 
 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
For the problem under consideration, we first introduce the following notation to 
be used in this paper. 
},,{ 1 nJJN = : a set of n jobs; 
M1, M2: machine 1 and machine 2; 
121 tt −=∆ : the length of the unavailable interval on M1, where M1 is unavailable 
from time 1t  to 2t ; 
21 , ii ss : setup times of Ji on M1 and M2, respectively; 
ii ba , : processing times of Ji on M1 and M2, respectively; 
X: the job set in which all the jobs are finished before the unavailable interval on 
M1; 
X : a sequence of X; 
Y: the job set in which all the jobs are finished after the unavailable interval on 
M1; 
Y : a sequence of Y; 
   Φ : the empty set; 
π : a permutation schedule; 
Ci(π ): completion time of Ji on M2 in schedule π ;  
C(π ): the makespan of schedule π ;  
C*: the optimal makespan. 
The classical two-machine permutation flowshop scheduling problem with setup 
times, denoted as F2|permu, setup|Cmax, can be optimally solved by the Yoshida and 
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Hitomi rule (YHR) [10], which can be stated as follows:  
In an optimal schedule, if  
 },min{},min{ 2121 ijjjjiii bsasbsas −+≤−+              (1) 
holds, then job Ji should be sequenced before job Jj.  
Adopting the notation introduced by Lee [1], we denote the problem under study 
as F2|permu, setup, r-a(M1)|Cmax, i.e., the makespan minimization problem in a 
two-machine permutation flowshop with setup times and a resumable availability 
constraint on M1.  
For the problem under study, we assume that all the parameters iiii bass ,,,
21  of 
job Ji are positive numbers and 01 >∆ . For a non-empty subset Q of N, we define 
∑ ∈ += QJ iii asQa )()(
1  and ∑ ∈ += QJ iii bsQb )()(
2 . If Φ=Q , we set a(Q) = 0 and 
b(Q) = 0. The special case of 1)( tNa ≤  can be optimally solved by YHR. We 
therefore assume in the following that 1)( tNa >  in our problem. 
In order to obtain a schedule, we may first divide N into two disjoint subsets X and 
Y, then sequence all the jobs in X and Y as X  and Y , respectively. Since 
NYX =∪ and Φ=∩YX , ],[ YX constitutes a schedule for 
maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1− , where for the first job in Y , its setup and 
processing may start on M1 before 1t , but the job must be finished after time t2. For 
schedule ],[ YX , we have the following lemma. 
 
Lemma 1. For the problem maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1− , there exists no idle 
time between the last job of X  and the first job of Y  on M1 if schedule [ X ,Y ] is 
an optimal schedule. 
Proof. The result is trivial.  □ 
 
For the problem maxCMarF |)(|2 1− , Lee [4] proved that the jobs before or after 
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the unavailable interval should be sequenced by Johnson’s rule to obtain an optimal 
schedule. For the problem maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1− , we can obtain a similar 
result, which is stated as follows:    
 
Lemma 2. There exists an optimal schedule for the problem 
maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1−  in which all the jobs in X follow YHR, and so are 
the remaining jobs in Y.  
Proof. Obviously, if the jobs in X are not sequenced by YHR, the schedule may be 
improved by reordering the jobs according to YHR (this case is the same as the 
classical counterpart of the problem). 
Let π  denote a schedule of YX ∪ that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 and 
C(X) the completion time of X on machine 2 in π . Without loss of generality, we 
assume that )(}{min 1
1 Xatas iiYJi −>+∈ . Suppose that the first and second jobs of Y 
in π  are Jp and Jq, respectively. We will prove that YHR is optimal for these two 
jobs by the job swapping argument. 
Let π ′  be a schedule obtained by only swapping the first two jobs of Y in π . 
Then, we have 
ppppp bsXCasXaC ++++∆+= })(,)(max{)(
21
1π , 
qqpqqppq bsCasasXaC ++++++∆+= })(,)(max{)(
211
1 ππ  
,)(,)(max{ 22111 qqppqqqpp bsbsXCbasasXa +++++++++∆+=  
})( 211 qqppp bsbasXa +++++∆+ ;                      (2) 
similarly, for schedule π ′ , we have 
,)(,)(max{)( 22111 ppqqpqqppp bsbsXCbasasXaC +++++++++∆+=′π  
})( 211 ppqqq bsbasXa +++++∆+ .                      (3) 
From (2) and (3), we can verify that )()( ππ ′≤ pq CC  if (1) holds. For other adjacent 
job pairs of Y in π , it is obvious that (1) holds in an optimal schedule (this case is 
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also the same as the classical counterpart of the problem). □ 
  
We define ( 1Q , 2Q ) as a partition of set Q if QQQ =∪ 21  and Φ=∩ 21 QQ  
hold. For a given problem, once N is partitioned into two disjoint subsets X and Y, 
Lemma 2 shows that the jobs in X and Y are respectively sequenced by YHR in order 
to find an optimal solution. However, there are at most 12 −n  partitions of N even if 
under the restriction of 1)( tNa > . So, we should focus on identifying some optimal 
properties to reduce the number of partitions.   
An instance of our problem can be defined by a given set of numbers: 
}|),(),,,,({ 21
21 NJttbsas iiiii ∈ . A lower bound LB for the optimal objective C* is 
given as follows: 
2
)())((* 1 NbNaLBC +∆+=≥ . 
   Using the above lower bound LB, for any 0>ε , we may define the following 
subsets of N. 
}},max{,|{ 21 LBbsasNJJU iiiiii ε≥++∈=  ,               (4) 
}},max{,|{\ 21 LBbsasNJJUNV iiiiii ε<++∈==  , 
},|{ 211 iiiiii bsasVJJV +≤+∈= ,                          (5) 
},|{ 212 iiiiii bsasVJJV +>+∈= .                          (6) 
   According to the above definitions, we call the jobs in U and V as large jobs and 
small jobs, respectively. If LBε>∆1 , then 


 −≤ 12||
ε
U , where  x  denotes the 
largest integer that is no larger than x; otherwise, we have 
2
)())((
22
2
22
)()( 11 UbUaLBLBLBUbUa +∆+==+−>∆++ εε
ε
ε , 
a contradiction. 
   For our problem with the instance set Π  given by 
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}|),(),,,,({ 21
21 NJttbsas iiiii ∈ , we construct problem 0P  with the instance set 0Π , 
where 0Π = )(ΠΨ , and Ψ  is a map from }|),(),,,,({ 21
21 NJttbsas iiiii ∈  to 
}|),(),,,,({ 21
21 NJttbsas iiiii ∈ , defined by 





∈=−+===
∈−+=+===
∈====
                          
                        
                                            
200
2211
1
2
2
21211
2211
,,,,
,)(,,,
,,,,
VJifbbssaass
VJifsbsbassaass
UJifbbssaass
iiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiii
εε
, 
where 0ε  is a very tiny positive number.  
Obviously, we have Π⊂Π 0 . For the problem 0P , we assume that a job iJ  in 
1V  can be split into two jobs 1iJ  and 2iJ  in 0Π , such that 
11
2
1
1 iii sss =+ , 
iii aaa =+ 21 , 
22
2
2
1 iii sss =+ , iii bbb =+ 21 and )/()( 1
1
11
2
1 iiii asbs ++  
)/()( 2
1
22
2
2 iiii asbs ++= . In the following, we will develop an optimal solution scheme 
for problem 0P . 
    
3. An exact algorithm for P0 
Since Π⊂Π 0 , for the sake of convenience, we may denote an instance 
}|),(),,,,({ 21
21 NJttbsas iiiii ∈  of problem 0P  as |),(),,,,({ 21
21 ttbsas iiii  }NJ i ∈ . 
Thus, a partition (U, 1V , 2V ) of N as defined by (4), (5) and (6) is also a partition for 
problem 0P .  
We define W( 1σ ) as an ordered set in which all the jobs are consecutively 
scheduled by YHR, and W( 2σ ) as an ordered set in which all the jobs are 
consecutively scheduled in nonincreasing order of )/()( 12 iiii asbs ++ . We call a 
schedule an effective schedule if it could end up as an optimal schedule.  
For an instance of problem 0P  and given 0>ε , an exact algorithm is performed 
as follows. 
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Algorithm H0 
Step 1. For 0>ε , determine sets U, 1V  and 2V  according to (4), (5) and (6). If 
Φ=U , then generate an effective schedule )](),([ 2221H0 σσπ VV= , where if a job 
iJ  of 1V  is over the unavailable interval in 0Hπ , then the split job 1iJ  must satisfy 
that 11}){( tJXa i =∪ , and stop. Otherwise, go to the next step. 
Step 2. If all the partitions of U are checked, then go to Step 5; otherwise, for each 
possible partition ( 1U , 2U ) of U that has not been checked, if 11)( tUa > , this partition 
should be discarded; otherwise, proceed to the next step.  
Step 3. Divide 1U  into two subsets 11U and 12U such that 
},0|{ 1
21
11 UJsasJU iiiii ∈≤−+=  and 11112 \ UUU = . Let 12111 UVUX ∪∪=  
and 22 VUY ∪= . Let )](),(),([ 11221111 σσσ UVUX =  and )](),([ 2212 σσ VUY = .  
Step 4. According to the value of )(Xa , proceed with one of the following two cases:  
1) Case 1)( tXa ≤  
If Φ=2U , then generate an effective schedule 
)](),(),(),([ 2211221111 σσσσ VUVU ; otherwise, if no idle time exists between the last 
job of X  and the first job of Y  on M1 , then generate an effective schedule ],[ YX ; 
else, discard ],[ YX . Go to Step 2. 
2) Case 1)( tXa >  
Divide 2U  into two subsets 21U and 22U such that 
},0|{ 2
21
21 UJsasJU iiiii ∈≤−+=  and 21222 \ UUU = . Repeatedly remove the last 
job of )( 21 σV  until 1)( tXa =′ , where 111 VUX ∪=′ , 12V  and 11V  denote the sets 
of the removed jobs and the remaining jobs, respectively. And the last job of )( 211 σV  
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and the first job of )( 212 σV  may be two split jobs 1iJ and 2iJ of iJ . Let 
),(),([ 211111 σσ VUX =′ )]( 112 σU  and ),(),(),([ 122212121 σσσ UVUY =′ )]( 22 σV .  
Then produce an effective schedule ],[ YX ′′ . Go to Step 2. 
Step 5. Choose the schedule with the minimum makespan from all the generated 
effective schedules and denote it as 
0H
π . Stop. 
 
For any given 0>ε , there are at most  1/22 −ε  partitions of set U. For each 
partition, the computational time to generate a schedule is no more than O(nlogn). 
Hence, the complexity of Algorithm H0 is   )log2( 1/2 nnO −ε . 
A critical job is defined as the last job whose finishing time on M1 is equal to its 
starting processing time on M2 in a schedule. From Algorithm H0, we have the 
following optimal properties for problem 0P .  
 
Lemma 3. For problem 0P , if Φ=U  in Algorithm H0, then 
)](),([ 2221H0 σσπ VV=  is an optimal schedule. 
Proof. For schedule )](),([ 2221H0 σσπ VV= , if no idle time exists on M2, then C( 0Hπ ) 
= b(N), so 
0H
π is an optimal schedule. Otherwise, if the critical job 2VJ k ∈ , denote 
2ˆV  as the set of all the jobs sequenced after kJ  in )( 22 σV , then since 0ε  is a very 
tiny positive number, we have    
0ˆ 0
2
ˆ\
1
11H
2220
)()()()( εεπ +++++∆+≤ ∑∑ ∈∈ VJ iVVJ ii ii sasVaC  
          *)()( 0211 CVaVa ≤++∆+≤ ε . 
In this situation, )(
0H
πC is also a lower bound for the problem. Hence 
0H
π  is 
optimal. 
If the critical job 1VJ k ∈ , since 
21
iii sas =+  holds for all the jobs in 1V  and 
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there exists idle time on M2, then job kJ  must be finished after 2t . Hence, the idle 
time )( 2σI  on M2 is 
          ∑∑ ∈∈ −∆=+−++∆= 11 ˆ1ˆ
21
12 )]()[()( VJ iVJ iiii ii bbsasI σ , 
where 1ˆV  denotes the set of all the jobs that are finished before 1t  on M1. Since the 
jobs in )( 21 σV  are sequenced in nonincreasing order of )/()(
12
iiii asbs ++ , the idle 
time )( 2σI  is the smallest one among all the sequences of 1V .  
When the critical job 1VJ k ∈ , if we insert a job Jj  of 2V  before Jk, then the idle 
time on M2 becomes )( 2σI ′ , and we have  
∑ ∈ >+−+++−++∆≥′ 1ˆ 2
2121
12 )()]()[()]()[()( VJ jjjjiiiii IbsasbsasI σσ .  
If we insert a job Jj of 2V  in )( 21 σV  after Jk, since 
21
jjj sas >+ , then the makespan 
becomes C ′ , and we have  
     )()()(
02111
Hˆ
2
ˆ\
1
1 πCbsbasC VVJ iikiVVJ i ii =+++++∆≥′ ∑∑ ∪∈∈ . 
Hence, in this situation, 
0H
π  is an optimal schedule, too. □ 
 
Lemma 4. For problem 0P , if Φ=2U  and 1)( tXa ≤  in Algorithm H0, an optimal 
schedule is sequenced as )](),(),(),([ 2211221111 σσσσ VUVU . 
Proof. Denote schedule )](),(),(),([ 2211221111 σσσσ VUVU  as π . If no idle time 
exists on M2 or the critical job 2VJ k ∈  in π , then, similar to the proof of Lemma 3, 
we can show that )(πC  is equal to a lower bound for π . Hence, π  is an optimal 
schedule.   
   If there exists idle time on M2 and the critical job 2VJ k ∉ in π , then the critical 
job only belongs to 12U  because 
21
hhh sas ≤+  holds for 111 UVJ h ∪∈ . We have  
∑∑ ∪∈∪∪∈ ++++= 2121212111 ˆ
2
)ˆ\(
1 )()()(
VUJ iikUUVUJ ii ii
bsbasC π , 
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where 12Uˆ  is a subset of 12U , whose jobs are sequenced after kJ . 
According to Lemma 2, we only consider a schedule π ′  obtained by shifting a 
job 1VJ p ∈  to the position where pJ  is finished just after 1t . We have 
)()()()()()( 12 ππππ CbCasbsCC ppppp >+=+−++=′ . 
So, in this situation, π  is an optimal schedule.  □ 
 
Lemma 5. For problem 0P , if 1)( tXa ≤  and Φ≠2U  in Algorithm H0, an optimal 
schedule is sequenced as ],[ YX , where ),(),([ 21111 σσ VUX = )]( 112 σU  and 
)](),([ 2212 σσ VUY = . 
Proof.  Once we have determined XUV =∪ 11  and YVU =∪ 22 , if 1)( tXa ≤ , an 
optimal schedule should be ],[ YX  according to Lemma 2. In the following, we will 
prove that it is necessary to have XV ⊂1  and YV ⊂2  in an optimal schedule. 
For schedule ],[ YX=π , suppose that there exists no idle time on M2, or the 
critical job belongs to )( 22 σV . In either of these situations, similar to Lemma 3, we 
can easily prove that ],[ YX  is an optimal schedule.  
In the situation that there exists idle time on M2 and the critical job does not 
belong to 2V , since 0
21 ≤−+ iii sas  for 11UJ i ∈  and 
21
iii sas =+  for 1VJi ∈ , 
then the critical job 12UJ k ∈  or 2U . So, we focus on analyzing the following two 
cases. 
Case 1: Critical job 12UJ k ∈  
We denote all the jobs of 12U  sequenced after kJ  as set 12Uˆ . Then the 
makespan of ],[ YX  is 
∑ ∑∪∪∈ ∪∪∈ ++++= )ˆ\( ˆ 211212111 2212 )()()( UUVUJ VUUJ iikiii i bsbasC π . 
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If we move job pJ  of )( 21 σV  to the position between )( 121 σU  and )( 122 σU , 
where },0|{ 2
21
21 UJsasJU iiiii ∈≤−+=  and 21222 \ UUU = , then we obtain a 
schedule )](),(,),(),(,\)(),([ 2212212111221111 σσσσσσπ VUJUUJVU pp=′ . Since 
21
ppp sas =+ , we have )()()(
1
ppkk asCC +−=′ ππ . Then  
)()()()()()( 12 ππππ CbCasbsCC ppppp >+=+−++=′ . 
If we remove job qJ  of )( 22 σV  and insert it after )( 112 σU , then we obtain a 
schedule ]\)(),(,),(),(),([ 221211221111 qq JVUJUVU σσσσσπ =′′ . Since 
21
qqq sas >+ , 
shifting job qJ  forward may result in idle time on M2 just before job qJ  in π ′′ . 
Thus, )()( ππ CC ≥′′ . 
Case 2: Critical job 2UJ k ∈  
We denote all the jobs of 2U  sequenced after kJ  in π  as set 2Uˆ . Then the 
makespan of ],[ YX  is 
∑ ∑∪∈ ∪∈ +++++∆= )ˆ\( ˆ 211 22 22 )()()( UUXJ VUJ iikiii i bsbasC π . 
If we shift job pJ  of )( 21 σV  to the position between )( 121 σU  and )( 122 σU , 
then we obtain a schedule π ′ . When the shifted job pJ  is processed after kJ , since 
21
ppp sas =+ , the completion time )(π ′kC  is no less than )()(
1
ppk asC +−π . Then 
)()()()()()( 12 ππππ CbCasbsCC ppppp >+=+−++≥′ . When the shifted job pJ  
is processed before kJ , then )()( ππ kk CC ≥′ , so )()( ππ CC ≥′ . 
   If we remove job qJ  of )( 22 σV  and insert it after )( 112 σU , then we obtain a 
schedule π ′′ . We have )()()( 1 qqkk asCC ++=′′ ππ . We assume that the job 
sequenced immediately before qJ  in π  is 1−qJ . Obviously, no idle time exists 
between jobs kJ  and 1−qJ  in π . Because iiii asbs +<+
12  and 0ε=ib  hold for 
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each job in 2V , no idle time occurs between job 1−qJ  and the last job in π ′′  due to  
the removal of qJ . Therefore, we have 
)()()()()( 21 πππ CbsasCC qqqq >+−++=′′ .  
Summarizing the above discussions, when 1)( tXa ≤ , shifting the jobs of 1V  
backward after the unavailable interval or shifting the jobs of 2V  forward before the 
unavailable interval will not result in a schedule with smaller makespan. Thus, we 
have reached the conclusion.  □ 
  
Lemma 6. For problem 0P , if 1)( tXa >  in Algorithm H0, an optimal schedule is 
sequenced as ],[ YX , where )](),(),([ 112211111 σσσ UVUX =  and ),([ 121 σUY =  
)](),(),( 22122212 σσσ VUV . 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 5, we can prove the conclusion. □ 
 
   According to Lemma 3, Algorithm H0 generates an optimal schedule when 
Φ=U . When Φ≠U , Algorithm H0 has enumerated all the possible partitions 
( 1U , 2U ) of set U. From Lemmas 4 to 6, we also notice that Algorithm H0 has 
included all the divisions of 1V  and 2V  in X and Y that may generate optimal 
schedules. According to Lemmas 1 to 2, an optimal schedule should be an effective 
schedule. Hence, we have derived the following theorem. 
 
Theorem 1. For problem 0P , 0Hπ  is an optimal schedule. 
 
4. A PTAS  
In this section we will develop a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the 
problem maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1− . For an instance of the problem, we first 
construct a special instance by using a map Ψ , if necessary. Then, we use Algorithm 
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H0 to generate an optimal schedule for this special instance. Finally, we make this 
schedule feasible for the original problem.  
 
Algorithm H 
Step 1. For a given 0>ε , if LBε≤∆1 , sequence all the jobs of N by YHR, and 
denote the generated schedule as Hπ , stop; otherwise, go to the next step.  
Step 2. Construct problem 0P  from the given problem, and apply Algorithm H0 to 
obtain an optimal schedule 
0H
π  for problem 0P .  
Step 3. Starting from the last job of schedule 
0H
π , shift right LBε  time units for 
each operation in turn of all the jobs on M2. If there exists a job iJ  in 1V  that is 
split into two jobs 1iJ  and 2iJ  in 0Hπ , use iJ  instead of 1iJ  and discard job 2iJ .  
Then, shift left the operations of the jobs on M2 such that each job is processed as 
early as possible. The generated schedule is denoted as Hπ . Stop. 
 
It is clear that Step 1 requires at most O(nlogn) time. The complexity of Algorithm 
H0 is   )log2( 1/2 nnO −ε  in Step 2. Shifting jobs in Step 3 is performed in O(n) time. 
Thus, the complexity of Algorithm H is   )log2( 1/2 nnO −ε . 
 
Theorem 2. For the problem maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1− , ≤)( HπC  
*)1( Cε+ . 
Proof. For the problem maxCsetuppermuF |,|2 , YHR can generate an optimal 
schedule. For the problem maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1− , supposing that a 
schedule π  is generated by YHR, we can easily prove that 1*)( ∆+≤ CC π . So, if 
LBε≤∆1 , then *)1(*)( H CLBCC εεπ +≤+≤ . 
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   Because Algorithm H0 can produce an optimal schedule for problem 0P  and Step 
3 of Algorithm H shifts right at most LBε  time units each operation of all the jobs 
on M2, it is clear that *)1()( H CC επ +≤ . In the following, we show that the schedule 
generated by Algorithm H is a feasible schedule. 
   If no job is split in Algorithm H0, from the definition of map Ψ , we notice that 
the differences between the problems maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1−  and 0P  
may be in the parameters of the small jobs. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
there exists no idle time between the setup and processing of a job on M2 in schedule 
0H
π . When problem 0P  reversely maps to the original problem, the overlapping 
processing time of job Ji on M2 and M1 in set 1V  is no more than ii as +
1 , and the 
overlapping processing time of job Jj on M2 and M1 in set 2V  is less than jb . 
Therefore, in Step 3 of Algorithm H, shifting right LBε  time units each operation of 
all the job on M2 will result in a feasible schedule for the problem.  
   If there exists a job iJ  in 1V  that is split into two jobs 1iJ  and 2iJ , when 1iJ  
and 2iJ  are sequenced just before and after the unavailable interval for the case of 
Φ=U , respectively, use iJ  instead of 1iJ  and discard 2iJ , then the completion 
time of iJ  on M2 is equal to the sum of the completion time of 2iJ  on M2 and 1ib . 
Since LBbsbsbbss iiiiiiii ε≤+=+=+++
22
21
2
2
2
1 )()( , moving right LBε  time units 
the starting time for processing iJ  on M2  does not result in overlapping with the 
next job on M2. For the other jobs, similar to the case of no split jobs, the feasibility of 
the schedule generated by Algorithm H can be proved. When 2iJ  is not sequenced 
just after the unavailable interval for the case of 1)( tXa > , similar to the above, we 
can also show that the schedule generated by Algorithm H is feasible. □ 
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   For any given 0>ε , the complexity of Algorithm H is O(nlogn). Hence, 
Algorithm H is a PTAS for the problem maxCMarsetuppermuF |)(,,|2 1− . 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we studied the two-machine permutation flowshop scheduling 
problem with anticipatory setup times and a resumable availability constraint imposed 
only on the first machine. We developed a polynomial-time approximation scheme for 
this problem. 
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